Deep neural networks are typically represented by a much larger number of parameters than shallow models, making them prohibitive for small footprint devices. Recent research shows that there is considerable redundancy in the parameter space of deep neural networks. In this paper, we propose a method to compress deep neural networks by using the Fisher Information metric, which we estimate through a stochastic optimization method that keeps track of secondorder information in the network. We first remove unimportant parameters and then use non-uniform fixed point quantization to assign more bits to parameters with higher Fisher Information estimates. We evaluate our method on a classification task with a convolutional neural network trained on the MNIST data set. Experimental results show that our method outperforms existing methods for both network pruning and quantization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been shown to outperform shallow learning algorithms in applications such as computer vision [1] , [2] , automatic speech recognition [3] , [4] and natural language processing [5] , [6] ; however DNNs also have large parameter sets, often making them prohibitive for small-footprint devices [7] . For example, while the original LeNet5 network [8] (a classification system based on convolutional neural network) has less than 100K parameters, the winner of the 2012 ImageNet competition [9] has over 60M parameters. The memory access costs alone can make these larger networks unsuitable for low-power settings.
It has been posited that the expressive power of DNNs comes from their large parameter spaces and hierarchical structure; however recent studies have shown that there is often a great deal of parameter redundancy in DNNs [10] , [11] , making them unnecessarily complex. As a result, reducing the complexity of DNNs has been an area of great interest to the research community in recent years. For example, the authors in [12] , [13] used low rank decomposition of the weights to reduce the parameter set and applied this method to a DNNbased acoustic model and to convolutional neural networks (CNN) for image classification. Similarly, the authors in [11] showed that over 95% parameters of DNNs can be predicted without any training and without impacting accuracy.
In addition to low-rank parameter decomposition, network pruning and quantization methods have also been proposed [14] . Neural network pruning has been investigated in early studies, including pruning weights with small magnitudes, optimal brain damage [15] and optimal brain surgeon [16] . The last two methods require estimation of the Hessian matrix of network parameters to decide on their importance; however, the sizes of existing networks make the estimation of this large matrix prohibitive. As a result, for large-scale DNNs, magnitude-based weight pruning is still a popular method [17] , [14] , [18] .
For fixed-point implementations of DNNs, parameter quantization is also required. The studies in [19] , [20] discretized the weights of a neural network according to the range of the weights. The methods in [21] and [22] used uniform scalar parameter quantization to implement fixed-point versions of the networks. In [23] , a new fixed-point representation for DNN training was proposed, using stochastic rounding for the parameters. Vector quantization based schemes have been applied to CNNs for both computer vision and automatic speech recognition tasks [24] , [25] , [26] .
In this paper, we propose a new method that ranks the parameters of a DNN for both network pruning and parameter quantization. We investigate an information-theoretic approach to reduce the DNN parameter space by using the Fisher Information as a proxy for parameter importance. The Fisher criterion is a natural metric for quantifying the relative importance of DNN parameters since it provides an estimate of how much information a random variable carries about a parameter of the distribution. In [27] , we introduced a new method to calculate the diagonal of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) and showed that it can be used to reduce the size of DNNs. In this paper, we extend this work by using a lower-complexity estimate of the FIM diagonal and evaluating the technique on a much larger network. We validate the method on the MNIST dataset using a CNN and show that our method results in smaller networks with fewer parameters to quantize at a lower bit rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we introduce our network pruning and quantization scheme. In section III, we validate the algorithm on the MNIST data. We end the paper with a discussion of the results in section IV and concluding remarks in section V.
II. DNNS PRUNING AND QUANTIZATION A. Fisher Information and DNNs
We show a notional DNN architecture in Fig. 1 . Let us consider the output y of the DNN as a conditional probability distribution p(y|x; θ) parameterized by the DNN input, x, and its parameters, θ. The FIM evaluated at a particular value of θ is defined as: 
(1) We can see from eqn. (1) that the FIM is the covariance of the gradient of log likelihood with regards to its parameter θ. Thus, F θ is a p × p symmetric positive semidefinite matrix.
It is easy to see that the diagonal elements of the FIM can be calculated by the expectation of the element-wise multiplication of the gradient:
where g = ∂ log p(y|x;θ) ∂ θ is the gradient of the log-likelihood and represents element-wise multiplication; F D (θ) is a p×1 vector, each element of which is the Fisher Information of a corresponding parameter.
The Fisher Information provides an estimate of the amount of information a random variable carries about a parameter of the distribution. In the context of a DNN, this provides a natural metric for quantifying the relative importance of any given parameter in the network. The less information an output variable carries about a parameter, the less important that parameter is to the output statistics of the network. As a result, we assume that removing parameters with low entries in F D (θ) will not greatly affect the output of the network. That is precisely the approach we take in this paper -we will rank the parameters in a DNN based on their corresponding entries in the FIM diagonal. In the ensuing section, we describe the method we use for approximating F D (θ).
B. Estimating the Fisher Information
A number of recent studies on natural gradient descent (NGD) [28] exploit the information geometry of the underlying parameter manifold and apply it to gradient-based optimization of DNNs. Natural gradient descent uses the inverse FIM to constrain the magnitude of the update steps such that the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the output distribution of the network at iteration t and iteration t + 1 is constant [29] , [30] , [31] . This approach avoids large update steps and results in faster convergence.
Algorithm 1 Adam algorithm, excerpted from [32]
Require: step size α, exponential decay rates β 1 , β 2 , Given initial parameter vector θ 0 , initial first and second moment vectors m 0 ← 0 and v 0 ← 0 and initial timestep t While θ t not converged do:
For classification problems, DNNs are trained by minimizing the cross-entropy loss function: (3) where N is the number of training samples, C is the number of classes, y (i) is the true label of i th sample x (i) and 1 {·} is the indicator function. A recent paper proposed a new stochastic optimization method called "Adam" and showed we can efficiently estimate the FIM diagonal at each iteration while minimizing this loss function [32] . Similar to NGD, Adam uses the approximated FIM diagonal to adapt to the geometry of the data. As a result, in this study, we use Adam to train our DNN classification system. The details of the parameter update scheme for Adam are shown in algorithm 1. As the algorithm shows, after the training algorithm converges, it returns both the optimal θ t and the approximated Fisher InformationF D (θ t ). We should note that Adam is not the only choice as the optimizer because standard stochastic gradient descent can also be used; however this would require some other means of estimatingF D (θ t ).
C. Network Pruning and Quantization
The simplest approach to network pruning is to rank the parameters by comparing their entries in the FIM diagonal and removing the ones with the lowest entries. However, as we will see in the results section, this method does not work well since estimating small values in the FIM diagonal is challenging and unreliable. When the model is over-parameterized, the actual parameter space is much smaller than the number of parameters used in the network. As a result, after training, a number of parameters become close to zero and estimating their influence based on the Fisher Information is challenging [27] . To address this problem we use a combination of magnitude-based and FIM-based pruning. For example, if we want to prune L parameters from the network, we first remove L(1 − r) parameters with the smallest magnitude. Then, we rank the remaining parameters based on their FIM diagonal entries and remove the additional Lr parameters with the smallest entries in the FIM diagonal. The parameter r is between 0 and 1 and can be optimized using cross-validation.
After network pruning, we want to quantize the remaining parameters with the lowest bit representation possible. After removing L parameters, we rank the remaining p − L parameters by comparing their entries in the FIM diagonal and then apply k-means clustering to separate the parameters into several groups. We quantize groups with higher Fisher Information values using more bits and groups with lower Fisher Information using fewer bits.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the experiments and results in two parts: network pruning and network quantization. All the experiments were done using the Python neural network library Keras [33] implemented using Theano on an NVIDIA GTX 760 GPU.
We evaluated our algorithms on the MNIST digits data set, which consists of 60K binary images for training and 10K for testing. There are 10 classes (digits from 0 to 9) in the data and the size of each image (and the input dimension of the neural network) is 28×28. We trained a convolutional neural network (CNN) with 2 convolutional layers each with 32 filters. The size of the convolutional kernel was 3 × 3 and the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function was used. There was a 2 × 2 max-pooling layer following the two convolutional layers with 0.25 dropout probability. Before the output layer, there was a fully connected layer with 128 nodes with ReLU activations and 0.5 dropout probability. The output layer had 10 nodes with softmax activations.
The loss function used to train the network was the categorical cross-entropy shown in eqn. (3) . We used Adam as the optimizer with the following settings 1: batch size = 256, number of epochs = 50, step size α = 0.001, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 1E − 8. The accuracy of this model on the MNIST classification task without any pruning and quantization was 99.29%.
Below we describe the performance of the proposed algorithm for both pruning and quantization tasks. While we focus on CNNs in this section, our method is in no way restricted to only CNNs or only classification networks. Indeed, our probabilistic interpretation of the DNN output makes the methodology applicable across all network types, provided that the Fisher Information can be accurately estimated. Since the fully connected layers of CNNs accounts for ∼ 90% of the total weights [34] , we only focus on the weights (including bias terms) in the fully connected layers in this paper as others have done in [24] [25] .
A. Network pruning
The trained network consisted of a total of 591,242 parameters in the fully connected layers. We removed different numbers of parameters using three different methods: ( magnitude were removed; (2) Fisher Information based pruning where parameters with small entries in the FIM diagonal were removed; and (3) a combination of magnitude and Fisher Information based pruning, where we traded off between the two methods using the parameter r (see Sec. II-C). The number of pruned parameters ranged from 1.0E4 (1.69% of the total parameters) to 5.9E5 (99.79% of the total parameters) with a step size 2.0E4. For the third method, we fixed the r value to 0.05. On this network we found that r values below 0.1 yield good results; however for other networks crossvalidation could be used to identify an appropriate value of r.
After removing unimportant parameters in the network, we evaluated the results on the test data and noted both the accuracy of the model and test scores (loss function evaluated on test data) as different numbers of parameters were removed. Since there was no obvious accuracy drop until 4.1E5 parameters were removed (69.35% of the total parameters), we only show the accuracy and test score starting with 69.35% parameters removed. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 . In Fig. 2 , we show the accuracy of the model on the test data as we remove an increased number of parameters; In Fig. 3 accuracy. In these figures, "mag" represents magnitude based pruning, "fisher" represents Fisher Information based pruning and "mag fisher" represents a combination of magnitude and Fisher Information based pruning.
As Fig. 2 shows, as additional parameters are removed, the accuracy of the model eventually decreases. We find that using only Fisher Information based pruning, the accuracy of the model decreases quickly. This is because estimating the FIM for small parameter values is difficult as explained in Sec. II-C. This is consistent with our finding in [27] , where we used the FIM criterion to remove parameters in an autoencoder. Using magnitude-based pruning, there is a clear drop-off in performance after 5.5E5 parameters (93.02% of the total parameters) are removed; however, by using our combination of magnitude and Fisher Information pruning there is no obvious accuracy drop until 5.7E5 parameters (96.41% of the total parameters) are removed. The advantage of the combined method shows that about 2.0E4 more parameters (3.38% of the total parameters) can be removed compared to magnitude based pruning with minimal impact on model performance. The test score in Fig. 3 follows the same trend as the accuracy plot in Fig. 2 .
To further highlight the differences in performance between "mag" and "mag fisher", we zoom in at the point where the accuracy starts to decrease by running the experiment with a smaller step size. These findings are shown in Fig. 4 , where we show the accuracy (99.29%) without any pruning. The starting point of "mag fisher" is 98.75% while for "mag" it is 98.02%. From this result, we can more clearly see the advantage of our combined method compared to magnitude based pruning. Consistent with findings from our previous work [27] , the Fisher Information better captures the importance of larger parameters when compared to magnitude-based pruning.
B. Network quantization
After pruning, the remaining parameters in the network must be quantized for fixed-point implementations. Our quantization method is a non-uniform quantization method based on kmeans clustering. We rank-order the weights by an importance metric ("fisher" or "mag") and cluster them into k clusters. The clusters are then quantized using varying bit depths, from 1 bit/parameter (least important) to k bits (most important). To remove the effects of different pruning methods, we first removed 5.4E5 parameters (91.33% of the total parameters) using magnitude-based pruning only. The resulting model had 51,242 (8.67%) parameters remaining and an overall accuracy of 98.67% (less than 1% accuracy loss). We quantized the remaining parameters using three different methods: (1) nonuniform quantization based on Fisher Information ranking; (2) non-uniform quantization based on magnitude-based ranking; and (3) uniform quantization. For methods (1) and (2), we varied the number of clusters (from 3 to 10) and estimated the accuracy of the model for each value of k.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 : "fisher quant" represents non-uniform quantization based on Fisher Information, "mag quant" represents non-uniform quantization based on magnitude ranking, "uniform" represents uniform quantization and "Original" represents the original non-quantized model after removing 5.4E5 parameters (accuracy is 98.67%).
From the result, we see that non-uniform quantization based on the Fisher Information can achieve almost the same accuracy as the original model with only 2.4 bits/parameter. This number is 3 for uniform quantization. Non-uniform quantization based on the magnitude never achieves the accuracy of the original model. The same pattern is seen for the test score. This shows that on this classification task, non-uniform quantization based on the Fisher Information achieves the highest compression ratio compared to non-uniform quantization based on magnitude ranking and uniform quantization.
IV. DISCUSSION
To evaluate the compression ratio for the example shown here, we analyze the effects of both network reduction and quantization. As we previously saw in Fig. 3 , if we limit our acceptable reduction in performance to 1%, then we can remove 92.18% parameters (accuracy is 98.37%) for magnitude based pruning. This results in a compression ratio of 12.8×. For our proposed combination of magnitude and Fisher Information based pruning, we can remove 94.72% parameters (accuracy is 98.38%) and the compression ratio is 18.9×.
For network quantization, we can choose between uniform or non-uniform quantization. If we assume the original parameters are saved in FLOAT32 format, as shown in Fig. 5 using uniform quantization, we can achieve a reduction of 32 3 = 10.7×; by using non-uniform quantization, we can achieve a reduction of 32 2.4 = 13.3×. This means that the total compression ratio can be as high as 18.9 × 13.3 ≈ 251.4 with less than 1% accuracy loss. This is likely an overestimate of the overall compression ratio because we need additional space to store the indices of the parameters that have been removed.
There is a relationship between our method and other previous methods based on estimation of the Hessian diagonal, namely optimal brain damage [15] , optimal brain surgeon [16] and our previous work [27] . The first two methods use the entries in the Hessian diagonal of the resulting cost function to identify important and unimportant parameters. These approaches are closely related to our approach when the cost function is the log-likelihood since the second derivative of log-likelihood function (Hessian) evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimate is the observed Fisher Information [35] . Our approach in [27] made use of the relationship between Fisher Information and the family of f -divergences to estimate the FIM diagonal. The principal difference between those approaches and the one we use here is scalability -the stochastic optimization method we use to estimate the FIM diagonal can be scaled to much larger network sizes.
Finally, it is important to note that further gains in performance can be obtained by retraining the network after pruning and before quantization [14] . In this study, in an attempt to isolate the effects of network reduction and quantization, we elected not to retrain the network after the fact.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new network reduction and quantization scheme that uses a combination of the parameter magnitude and the Fisher Information as a measure of parameter importance. For network reduction, the proposed algorithm first removes parameters with small magnitude and then further reduces the network by removing additional parameters based on the Fisher Information. Following network reduction, we propose a non-uniform quantization scheme for remaining parameters based on the same Fisher criterion. The results show that the combination of network reduction and quantization results in large compression ratios. In future, our aim is to embed complexity reduction criteria in the training process instead of using it as a post-processing step.
